
CABINET 
 

THURSDAY, 24 JUNE 2021 
 
PRESENT: Councillors Andrew Johnson (Chairman), David Cannon, David Coppinger, 
Samantha Rayner, David Hilton, Gerry Clark, Donna Stimson and Ross McWilliams 

 
Also in attendance: Councillor Christine Bateson, Councillor Simon Werner, Councillor 
Gurch Singh, Councillor Catherine del Campo, Councillor Ewan Larcombe, Councillor 
John Baldwin, Councillor Mandy Brar, Councillor Amy Tisi and Councillor Gurpreet 
Bhangra.  Barbara Richardson (RBWM Property Company) 
 
Officers: Duncan Sharkey, Hilary Hall, Emma Duncan, Adele Taylor, Louisa Dean, 
David White, Andrew Durrant, Andrew Vallance, Angela Huisman, Louise Freeth and 
David Cook. 
 
 
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Carroll. 

 
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
None received.  

 
MINUTES  
 
RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY: That the minutes of the meeting held on 27 May 2021 were 
approved. 

 
APPOINTMENTS  
 
None 

 
FORWARD PLAN  
 
Cabinet considered the contents of the Forward Plan for the next four months and noted the 
changes made since last published, including: 
 

 Boulters Lock report not currently required. 

 Review of Council Governance of Prop Co added to July Cabinet. 

 Community Facilities Review moved to August Cabinet.  

 
CABINET MEMBERS' REPORTS  
 

A) LIBRARY TRANSFORMATION: CONSULTATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the approval to implement the recommended 
changes to the Library Service delivery model and to adopt the revised Library Transformation 
Strategy. 
 
The Deputy Leader of the Council, Corporate & Resident Services, Culture & Heritage, and 
Windsor informed Cabinet that That she was proud to bring before Cabinet a paper that will 
significantly improve our library service.  In January she presented a paper that showed 



potential saving for the budget build that would go out to consultation.  This paper shows the 
proposals following that consultation.  It was originally thought that to achieve the required 
saving we would have to close 4 libraries,  she was please to say that this report did not 
propose any closure of our libraries but provided instead for a more resilient modern service 
meeting residents needs. 
 
The consultation lasted for 12 weeks with over a thousand responses and 38 engagement 
sessions were held with hundreds of residents attending virtually.  This was also the first 
consultation done in British sign language.    The results had been very positive and there had 
been commitments for £6,500 towards their libraries.  The proposed savings had also been 
achieved, for example by stopping the container library being moved between sites saved 
£55k.   we would also be looking at a pop up library in Sunningdale and if successful could be 
used elsewhere.  The mobile library was to be retired and in its place 50 volunteers would 
deliver and collect books to those who find it difficult to get to their library.   There would be 
new partnerships with Parish Council’s and community organisations. 
 
As well as the consultation an independent report was commissioned that showed how 
important the service was and in particular it highlighted Boyn Grove, Dedworth and Eaton 
Wick.  There was also a lot data on how residents used the service and comparative data that 
showed we had a higher then average use of the service.   It also demonstrated, as per the 
CIPFA report, that it was a financially efficient service.   
 
The service will also be improved and this was shown in the strategy at appendix 3.  There 
had been a lot of successful transformation during the pandemic and this would be built upon 
such as mitigating isolated disadvantaged and digital exclusion.  It was an exciting time for the 
service and the main assets were the incredible team.   
 
The Cabinet Member for Finance and Ascot said that the report demonstrated what an 
excellent service was provided, the needs analysis was a fascinating read.  The 
transformation strategy would maintain the excellent service whilst delivering the required 
savings without closing any libraries.  He mentioned how the library in Sunninghill had been 
established in 1885 as a reading room and as the trust no longer had the resources to keep it 
open it found support from local parish councils and other local charities.  The consultation 
had shown how parish councils had chosen to work with the local authority.  They could use 
the precept to help cover the costs locally.   
 
The Cabinet Member for Planning, Environmental Services and Maidenhead informed that 
Holyport residents had enjoyed using the mobile library but he was thankful that there was the 
proposal that would help elderly residents and those who found it difficult to leave their homes.   
 
Mr Hill addressed Cabinet about a recently submitted petition to keep open Boyne Grove 
library.  He thanked the 700 people who signed the petition, those who delivered flyers and all 
those who took part in the consultation.  By bringing forward this paper it was evident that you 
had listened to public opinion and he thanked the excellent work undertaken by officers 
providing objective factual information.   He also thanked Cllr Carroll and Cllr Bhangra as ward 
councillors who invited him to work with them on the collaborative steering group to save the 
library.   They analysed the data and submitted a 20 page business and community case.  He 
was pleased over a thousand residents had been listened to and an alternative approach was 
being presented.   Proposals to save the library had been put forward such as an enhanced 
café provision and making better use of the space.   
 
He was concerned that the opening hours was dropping to 13 a week especially as the 
analysis showed the are as being one of the most deprived in the borough.  What efforts were 
being taken to asses the impact on the children who live locally, the Girls Forum had identified 
the importance of libraries as being a safe place for children to go after school.   Some 
students may not have good wifi at home.  He felt there was a case to retain the libraries 
hours.  It is clear that the message to residents is use it or lose it and the library can not be 



taken for granted, many residents would not be aware that the space could be hired out for as 
little as £12.50 per hour and he encouraged residents to use it.   
 
It was clear that parished areas had an advantage as they had additional powers that could be 
used to help cover the costs of retaining a library.  He also mentioned CIL or S106 could be 
used to retain services and he wondered why this was not happening.  The service to replace 
the mobile library sounded promising as long as it did not wither with time.  He thanked Cllr 
Rayner and officers for the report but asked that the use of development contributions to 
increase the opening hours be looked into. 
 
The Cabinet Member presenting thanked Mr Hill for his comments and was pleased to listen 
to the results of the consultation.  With regards to the opening hours she mentioned that 
unfortunately there was no funds to open it longer, however she agreed that residents should 
be encouraged to use the facilities.  The libraries that were in school locations would be open 
after school hours.  This was a great step forward with the first action was to find the 50 
volunteers.   
 
The Chairman also thanked Mr Hill for the hard, collaborative work that had been undertaken 
to get a positive result.  There will still be work to do in the future but we are now in a better 
place then a few months ago. 
 
Cllr Tisi informed Cabinet that she welcomed the changes that were mitigated against the 
worst of the previous proposals.  Residents and councillor’s had worked very well together to 
get the message out there regarding the consultation.  Dedworth library was proposing new 
ways to bring income in and had successfully found six new volunteers.  It was clear that the 
local community new the value of the library service.  She asked if Cabinet supported the aim 
that the library should have ‘friends of libraries’ to support their local need.  She mentioned 
that the needs analysis was the route of Cabinets U turn on the proposed cuts.  As the library 
was in one of the most deprived areas within the borough there was a case to keep it open 
loner.  This made her question the validity of the original equalities impact assessment.  Why 
was it not known that there would be these impacts before the original cuts were published 
and had a detrimental impact on communities.   
 
The reporting Cabinet Member replied that there already existed a Friends of Our Libraries 
organisation and she would support local ones.  She mentioned that there had been no U-turn 
as the consultation was about listening and  formulating proposals for the future of the service.  
Proposals had to be put forward as part of the budget build and she never wanted to see 
libraries close. 
 
Cllr Bond reiterated the thanks to officers who had put forward the proposals.  He endorsed 
what had been said and was thankful that we has local support in the friends of our libraries 
and local residents were keen on establishing one for Boyn Grove. 
 
Cllr Brar mentioned that the report mentioned that the parish council would be subsidising 7 
hour of the libraries opening time but this had not been agreed by the parish council.  She was 
informed that the report did say that some of the proposals were subject to parish council 
approval and the hours would be subsidised by the local authority until the decision had been 
made.    
 
Cllr Del Campo echoed the points already made about the excellent library team and she was 
pleased that the administration had backed down from its proposals to close libraries.  Many 
of the points made during the consultation had already been made by councillors in January 
so the process could have been improved if they had been listened to.  The lose of the mobile 
library was a concern as there may be residents in the middle who would lose out.  It was 
important to have an effective communications strategy so residents new what the offer was.  
In response she was informed that there had been no back down but a proper process had 
been followed. 
 



Cllr Bhangra said he welcomed the report and reiterated the work done by himself, Cllr Carroll 
and the support of many local residents such as Mr Hill.  He had been concerned about some 
using the process as a political football.  They would continue to campaign in a positive way to 
try and increase the hours in Boyne Grove.   
 
Cllr Singh mentioned that it was disappointing that the administration had taken 5 months to 
alleviate the concerns residents who wanted to keep libraries open.  If there had been 
effective engagement with the opposition then residents’ concerns would have been mitigated.  
He questioned if this was a member lead authority or one lead by officers.  He was informed 
that as mentioned a balanced budget was required and by following due process, the 
administration were able to put forward proposals that did not require libraries to close and 
enhanced the service.   
 
The Chairman informed that he was immensely proud to be leading a council with a library 
service as good as this.  It has stepped up to the challenge of meeting the budget saving but 
also delivered a transformative change, a vision going forward and also being the most 
efficient library service in England.  He paid tribute to the service and the constructive 
partners.  He was also please to hear how well the consultation had been undertaken and 
received.  There was no U turn, this was a listening Council and that is what we had done.  
This was an excellent opportunity to take forward the library service and to work in partnership 
with parish councils. 
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet: 
 

i) Notes the outcome of the Consultation and the Comprehensive Needs 
Analysis 

ii) Approves the adoption of the Library Transformation Strategy, the 
recommended changes to the service and the associated savings.  

 
   

 
B) ASSET REVIEW AND DISPOSAL  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the potential use of the Sports Able building. 
 
The Leader of the Council and Chairman of Cabinet, Business, Economic Development and 
Property informed Cabinet that unfortunately, the Trustees announced the closure of the 
Sports Able Charity early in 2021.  Under the terms of the lease dating back to 1983 the 
Trustees were able to surrender the lease of the clubhouse premises back to the Council with 
the Council having pay £100,000 towards the initial construction of the building. The building 
was vacated at the end of May 2021. 
 
Several options for the future use of the building including disposing of the building to 
Maidenhead Heritage Centre in return for the acquisition of the current Heritage Centre on 
Park Street.  This would maintain the building for community use and allow the heritage centre 
to expand its offer.  They have a lot of exhibitions in storage that they currently can not show, 
such as one of the first fire engines.  The current centre would fall into the York Road 
development site.  Consideration had also been undertaken from a number of other 
community groups and if they are not successful we would try and work with them for other 
solutions, although no guarantees can be given. 
 
The Cabinet Member for Planning, Environmental Services and Maidenhead gave a history of 
the fire engine and how it was one of the first horse drawn engines that had been displayed by 
Bray Parish Council but was now in storage.  This provided an opportunity for Maidenhead to 
show its heritage.  
 
Mr Hill addressed Cabinet and informed that Its good to see the building has a sustainable use 
and he was sure that the heritage centre would be pleased to move there.  He did have 



concern about the loss of community space as the report did mention groups that had come 
forward such as the Hindu Society and Sporting Mind but there was no mention of this in the 
equalities impact assessment for disability or religious impact.  Although its an empty building 
he thought some consideration should be given to potential us and impact. 

 
The Chairman said that if the paper was approved he hoped the negotiations with the heritage 
centre would be concluded and the building would remain as a community facility and would 
help educate children and be a visitor attraction.    He had been approached by other 
community groups but he had to balance what was best for the site and its community value.   
 
The Director of RBWM Property Company addressed the equality’s impact assessment and 
informed that they had looked at the existing use of the building and if Sports Able leaving 
disadvantaged groups.  As Sports Able had been successful within the borough there were 
plenty of facilities remaining for those with disabilities.  With regards to incoming use there 
was nothing to suggest that the heritage centre would not provide for all user groups.  The 
building would remain accessible and thus no adverse impact was identified.   
 
Mr Sharma addressed Cabinet on behalf of the Hindu Society of Maidenhead.  We have been 
working for the past 15 years with the growing community to meet our cultural, social and 
religious needs.  Recently this group has been the borough’s response to the recent 
pandemic.  They had been instrumental in promoting and raising awareness amongst the 
community.  Due to the lack of community space they struggled to maximise the potential of 
their members.  The Sports Able site would be ideal for their use and as a hub and focal point 
for communities to help get over the impact of the pandemic.  Once they had a site it would 
help in having a stronger strategic link with the council.  Other the last few years other sites 
had been investigated and this included a failed planning application at cost.  He asked for 
consideration be given to their needs and read out a legal statement with regards to the 
Human Rights Act and equalities.   
 
The Chairman paid tribute to the work the society had done especially during the pandemic, 
however the report outlined the plan to work with the heritage centre, but if those plans did not 
work then they would come back and look at other options.  Although he could not make any 
promises he would continue to work with them to try and find a solution.   
 
Cllr Werner said he was pleased that the Sports Able building would remain in community use 
and that the heritage centre would be a new home, however he also agreed with Mr Sharma 
in that there were other groups that would benefit from a new home.  He raised concern about 
recommendation 2 in the report that said if the deal with the heritage centre did not work then 
they would look at a commercial deal.  He recommended that this be changed to they look at 
other community solutions.   
 
The Chairman responded that they had explored all options and unlike leaflets that had been 
distributed there were no intentions to make the heritage centre homeless, he suggested that 
if the leaflets were corrected then he could amend the recommendations.  As mentioned when 
looking at use for the building he had to consider the value for money for our tax payers and 
the community benefits.   
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 

i) Approves the disposal of the former Sports Able Building to 
Maidenhead Heritage Centre in return for the acquisition of the 
current Heritage Centre on Park Street. 

ii) Approves the leasing of the former Sports Able building on a 
commercial basis in the event that the transaction to the 
Maidenhead Heritage Centre does not proceed and after further 
discussions had been held with other community groups. 

iii) Delegates authority to the Chief Executive in consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for Business, Economic Development & Property 



to negotiate the legal contracts required to complete the 
transactions. 

 
C) 2020/21 END OF YEAR DATA AND PERFORMANCE REPORT  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the 2020/21 End of Year Data & Performance Report 
 
The Cabinet Member for Corporate & Resident Services, Culture & Heritage and Windsor 
informed Cabinet that in July 2020 Cabinet approved a new Interim Council Strategy 2020/21 
for immediate adoption on the basis that the Covid-19 pandemic has significantly altered the 
context in which the council is currently operating.  
 
The Interim Council Strategy clarifies the three revised priorities to which the council is 
responding.  The three revised priorities for 2020/21 were: 
 

 Covid-19 objectives: focusing on the immediate response, long-term recovery, and 
new service requirements. 

 Interim Focus Objectives 2020-21: focusing on revised service operating plans, 
development of the Transformation Strategy, Climate Strategy, Governance, and 
People Plan. 

 Revised Medium Term Financial Strategy: focusing on the impact of Covid-19, 
economic downturn, and government policy. 
 

All performance reports for Q2 2020/21 onwards had been refocused to provide insights into 
the Interim Council Strategy’s three priorities and how they were progressing. 
 
The global pandemic has been life-changing for many and our thoughts with those families 
affected.  As a council our response to the pandemic has been to protect our residents and 
the vulnerable this has been achieved particularly by galvanizing the community in action, 
together to work and support those needing help and clinically vulnerable officially there were 
eight thousand shielding but many more needed help 76 incredible community-based 
initiatives arose to help across whole borough and they must be highly commended.  The 
council strategically facilitated this with practical and financial help, a new database Leon was 
developed by the council and this was crucial to the council's success of this response 
£45,000 pounds was given to local groups 
 
Supporting vulnerable individuals and families and the further £230,000 pounds was 
distributed through food vouchers over the Christmas holidays, winter half term and easter 
holidays supporting 2037 children. Credit goes to the Democratic Team who arranged 
hundreds of meetings virtually allowing better engagement.   We also had a number of 
champions who allowed important Covid messages to reach our residents.  The leisure 
centres were brilliant in dealing with a lateral flow testing giving residents another extra layer 
of protection and ensuring the virus is detected quickly.  
 
The council worked across the Thames alley authorities and organizations to determine the 
best practices for the Royal Borough recovery strategy which was approved in September 
2020. The library and customer service supported superbly with over 20 000 phone calls 
made to vulnerable residents many other services work long and difficult hours delivering their 
services to residents at the time of a global pandemic. There is still a lot of work continuing 
these areas as we slowly open up but the community resilience has given way to a new model 
of working and improving culture. 
 
The impact of Covid on the community and the economy has been felt in a number of areas of 
the council’s operations, and this has been reflected in the council’s key performance 
indicators A key issue across the borough has been the disruption to household waste and 
recycling collections. The impact on residents has had a knock-on effect on the volume of 
calls to the customer contact centre.  The council continues to work with its contractor to 
improve the service and bring in strategies to help with climate change. 



 
Despite these challenges, with one exception, all performance indicators are on or near target 
at the end of the year, of particular note is the sustained improvement in the average number 
of days to process new claims and changes in circumstances for Housing Benefits, the 
increase in household waste sent for reuse and recycling compared to previous annual 
outturns, and the high volumes of households where the prevention duty has been ended 
successfully. There was an increase in people requiring temporary accommodation as a result 
of central government’s “Everyone In” requirement and the wider impact of Covid-19 on 
homelessness.  The indicators and any remedial actions had been via our O&S Panels.   
 
Cllr Werner mentioned that due to the pandemic it was acceptable that not all targets would be 
met, however he mentioned that climate change was in the new interim council plan yest he 
had been contacted by a number of stakeholders who felt there had been no engagement of 
the climate change strategy and he asked how this could be improved. 
 
The reporting Cabinet Member that the climate change was part of the interim strategy and a 
lot had been achieved.  Cllr Stimson mentioned that £1.2 million of funding had been achieved 
for school and public buildings, that two new officers were in post, that there was 5 
stockholders on the working group and all 80 stockholders would be contacted as we move 
onto the next stages. 
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 

I. Notes the End of Year Data & Performance Report in Appendix A. 
 

II. Notes the intention to continue to deliver performance reports in their current 
format until such time as the new Corporate Plan and associated performance 
management framework is in place. 

 
III. Delegates responsibility to Directors in conjunction with Cabinet Members to 

review and amend targets for existing measures as appropriate. 
 

IV. Requests relevant Cabinet Members, Directors and Heads of Service to maintain 
focus on performance. 

 
D) SUFFICIENCY STRATEGY FOR CHILDREN LOOKED AFTER, 2020 TO 2025  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the Sufficiency Strategy for Children Looked After, 
2020 To 2025. 
 
The Chairman reported that the Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care, Children Services, 
Health and Mental Health was not able to present the report due to Government 
commitments. 
 
The Chairman informed Cabinet that the Sufficiency Strategy outlines how the Royal Borough 
will ensure that children and young people who need to be in care, can grow up in high quality 
homes that meet their immediate needs and provide them with permanence at the earliest 
opportunity.  
 
It sets out how the Council will meet the placement and housing needs of these children and 
young people, including increasing opportunities for children to live in local foster families, 
developing local residential care provision and supported accommodation, and by 
commissioning specialist placements where this is required. 
 
The Executive Director of Children’s Services informed that the report had been produced in 
partnership with AFC.  There had been a delay in producing the strategy due to the Pandemic.    
As corporate parents, the Royal Borough was committed to ensuring children and young 



people in care achieve the best possible outcomes and are well prepared and supported to 
move confidently into adulthood with the support they need.   
 
There had been a focus on sharper commissioning and securing local placements and the 
development of Achieving for Children’s independent fostering agency and an in-house 
residential children’s home, Hope House in Teddington, has helped to increase in house 
provision but further work was required to ensure there are sufficient local housing and care 
placements for the Royal Borough’s children in care.   
 
Because of the trauma coming into care may require initial therapeutic care before a child’s 
placement is found.  Paragraph 2.6 of the report showed the Sufficiency Strategy outlines 11 
priorities to improve the availability of housing and care placements for the children in care. 
 
Cllr Tisi mentioned that she would encourage people to consider becoming foster parents and 
was pleased to see the in house fostering agency.  She mentioned that the report says that 
demand would outstrip supply and it costs more to place children further away.  We do not 
currently have a foster home within the borough and if going down the same line as Richmond 
it seems we will have a small home.   Children have better outcomes if in a foster care 
placement.  She asked if there was a conflict with the need to save money against providing 
the best for our young people.   
 
The Executive Director replied that she was absolutely right that we have to make sure that 
any provision is the right provision for a young person to give them the best quality care.  
What we have experienced through AFC is they have been able to provide a stable group of 
professionals working around those young people who have not been walked away from.  The 
support provided was not a cheap option but what it shows is a commitment to those young 
people and that we can help them transfer into a stable either family-based environment or as 
they perhaps reach adolescence a secure and safe independent living. 
 
Cllr Baldwin mentioned the progression of young people within the system and the importance 
of transition between children’s services and adult services, he asked if progress had been 
made.  The Executive Director replied that the aim of this report is to provide support for 
children within the system so they would not need support from adult services. The aim is to 
have successful transition into adulthood with support continuing until the age of 25.  For 
those who we know will need adult support transition plans were in place at the age of 13 to 
25 and above the legal requirements.   
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 
Approves the publication and implementation of the Sufficiency Strategy for 
Children Looked After 2020 to 2025. 

 
E) BUS ENHANCED PARTNERSHIPS  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the proposed introduction of Bus Enhanced 
Partnerships. 
 
The Cabinet Member Transport, Infrastructure and Digital Connectivity informed Cabinet that 
in March 2021, the Government announced a new national bus strategy ‘Bus Back Better. 
This was followed by guidance on Bus Service Improvement Plans in May 2021.  The strategy 
and guidance require Local Transport Authorities across the country to commit to a new model 
for operating bus services by June 2021 and to produce a Bus Service Improvement Plan by 
October 2021.  This report was being presented as an urgent item,and had been approved so 
by the O&S Chairman, so we could meet the Governments timescale. 
 
It was important for the council to meet the prescribed timescale to continue to receive the 
COVID-19 Bus Services Support Grant or any new sources of bus funding from the 



Government’s £3bn budget.  This means that if we do not enter into enhanced partnerships, 
the council will miss out on significant existing and future funding streams. 
 
There was a requirement to enter into statutory enhanced partnerships or franchising 
agreements if we wish to receive new funding to deliver improvements.  This presents an 
opportunity for the Council to work with bus operators on ticketing, fares, timetables, routes 
and infrastructure.  At this stage, no further detail has been provided.  
 
Cllr Werner said that he welcomed the government looking to de regulate the bus services 
and the Cabinet Member for doing this.  He asked that the recommendations were for the 
Cabinet Member to introduce the agreement and not to change current routes without further 
consultation.  He mentioned that in his ward there used to be a bus every 30 minutes but 
when this was changed to every one hour it diminished its effectiveness and increased car 
journeys.  We need better bus services and an effective impact on climate change.  There 
needed to be effective consultation o what services are required and when, for example an 
effective night service. 
 
The Cabinet Member replied that this was an enabling decision to engage with the 
Government to gain funding.  There will be further consultation to have a bus service that is 
both fit for today but also the future.  It was important that need was identified.   
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 

i) Approves the transition to the model of Enhanced Partnerships for bus 
services within the Royal Borough. 
 

ii) Delegates authority to the Head of Infrastructure, Sustainability and 
Economic Growth in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Transport, 
Infrastructure and Digital Connectivity, to enter into appropriate 
agreements with bus operators. 

 
F) APPOINTMENTS TO OUTSIDE AND ASSOCIATED BODIES  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the appointment to outside bodies and associated 
bodies. 
 
The Leader of the Council and Chairman of Cabinet, Business, Economic Development and 
Property outlined the purpose of the report and that recommended appointments were 
attached as appendix 1. 
 
The Deputy Leader of the Council, Corporate and Resident Services, Culture and Heritage 
and Windsor seconded the recommendations and said it had been a privilege to be a 
representative on outside bodies and working with our communities. 
 
Resolved unanimously: that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 

I. Appoints representatives to serve on the organisations listed in Appendix 1.  
 

II. Delegates authority to the Head of Governance, in consultation with the Leader 
of the Council and Leaders of the Opposition Groups, to fill any ad hoc 
vacancies that might arise through the year from nominations received or make 
any changes to appointments as required.  
 

III. Notes the feedback received from a consultation with all associated and 
outside bodies and agrees to permanently reduce council representation 
on the organisations listed in Appendix 1. 

 



G) AFFORDABLE HOUSING MAIDENHEAD  
 
Cabinet considered the report regarding the acquisition of 18 shared ownership homes. 
 
The Leader of the Council and Chairman of Cabinet, Business, Economic Development and 
Property informed that he was not going to go into too much detail as this was subject to a live 
planning application.  He did inform that in March 2015 Cabinet approved the sale of the land 
at Ray Mill Road East to CALA Homes in a subject to planning land transaction.  Part of the 
agreement gave ownership of 20 social rent properties, the council also purchased 17 shared 
ownership homes.  Following this agreement CALA had submitted their planning application 
that had an additional shared ownership property.  This report is requesting the ability to 
purchase this additional home. 
 
The Cabinet Member for Housing, Sport & Leisure, and Community Engagement said he 
seconded the report as he welcomed the additional social housing for our residents managed 
by the RBWM Property Company. 
 
Resolved unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and: 
 

I. Agree that RBWM Property Company, acting on behalf of the Council, can 
progress with the offer to acquire 18 no. Shared Ownership Homes from 
CALA Homes.  

II. Agree the reallocation of funds within the Affordable Key Worker Housing 
budget to enable the purchase of 18 no.  Shared Ownership homes.   

III. Agree the transfer of the 18 Shared Ownership homes to the RBWM 
Property Company, subject to Secretary of State approval.  

 
H) NEW UPPER SCHOOL PLACES IN WINDSOR  

 
Cabinet considered the report regarding additional school places at Windsor Girls School.  
  
The Chairman reported that the Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care, Children Services, 
Health and Mental Health was not able to present the report due to Government 
commitments. 
 
The Chairman reported that the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead had carried out 
public consultation on a proposal to expand Windsor Girls’ School from 208 to 230 places per 
year group from September 2022. This report sets out the positive response to that 
consultation.  There had also been a petition relating to school provision in Windsor; Mr 
Swann, lead petitioner, was not able to attend the meeting but he had sent in a video that had 
been circulated to Cabinet and all RBWM members along with its transcript that had also been 
placed on the RBWM website.   
 
The Executive Director for Children’s Services informed that there would be a shortfall in 
places for Windsor and that we had a statutory provision to supply them.   it's one of those 
situations where we have to make sure that there isnot one too few but we can have a few 
More hence rounding it up and by rounding it and by rounding up to 230 we give the girls 
school the best chance to run an economic class size of best use of public money to pay for 
their teachers and their resources so we are proposing following our  consultation we're 
proposing to support wings or girls schools with six further classrooms and some extensions 
to their pitches and their parking to enable the site to work.  
 
The petitioner Mr Swann noted that the Windsor system had limited co education options.  
Windsor Boys and Girls were both part of the Windsor Learning Trust and they provide a 
range of services for young people of all sorts of needs. The petitioner made notes about how 
we might deal with young people who are unsure about their gender but the director was very 
confident having spoken to the Chief Executive of the trust that the schools made great 



provision today for those young people but do recognize that it is an emerging issue 
something we perhaps should consider. 
 
The petitioner also made the point about the use of Church Mead School and how it was a 
distance to travel and did not go with a three teer system.  It was clear to buils another school 
in Windsor that's co-educational we would have to be adding another 200 places a year and 
we do not have the need or capital funding.  The new school would also be short of revenue 
funding without pupil need.   
 
The Executive Director could see the general pros and cons for co-education education and 
individual gender and it's a conversation we're happy to engage in going forward but for 
tonight if we don't make a decision to extend the Windsor Girls school for next year we will fall 
short of our statutory duty to ensure there are sufficient places, this report then sets out the 
details for those Numbers and sets out the basis on which we would move forward.  
 
Cllr Tisi mentioned that she was pleased to see the expansion of the school but mentioned the 
consultation had raised concerns about traffic and congestions and she asked if anything 
would be done prior the expansion.  She was informed that the school had agreed a small 
expansion prior to this reports recommendation and they would be looking at their school 
travel plans.   
 
Resolved Unanimously:  that Cabinet notes the report and:  
 

i) Recommends the budget estimate set out in Appendix F (Part II) to Council for 
approval and, subject to that being given, authorises the Executive Director of 
Children’s Services to undertake procurement and enter into contracts to deliver 
the expansion of Windsor Girls’ School.  
 
ii) Authorises the Executive Director of Children’s Services to agree and sign a 
Memorandum of Understanding in relation to the proposed expansion of 
Windsor Girls’ School. 

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC  
 
RESOLVED UNANIMOUSLY: That under Section 100(A)(4) od the Local Government Act 
1972, the public were excluded from the remainder of the meeting whilst discussion 
took place on the grounds that they involved the likely disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in Paragraphs 1 and 3 of part I of Schedule 12A of the Act. 

 
 
The meeting, which began at 7.00 pm, finished at 9.31 pm 
 

CHAIRMAN………………………………. 
 

DATE……………………………….......... 
 


